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2020 Special Elections Report
June 17, 2020 SPECIAL REPORT – concerning the primary threats to the 2020 elections this November
and what must be done about them, state-by-state.
ENEMY IN PLAIN VIEW
•

•

•

•

•

Barack Obama’s Organizing for Action – a Marxist Revolutionary community organizing op
draining money away from the DNC into the riots, looting and burning of our cities to force
Obama’s radical “hope and change” upon the people.
Black Lives Matter – An international democratic party money laundering op taking in billions
from around the world and dumping all of it into Democrat candidates across the country, most
of them white.
Act Blue – a massive democrat party international money laundering operation funneling
billions from all over the globe through hundreds of leftist activist groups, poured into democrat
candidates and 510 initiatives designed to undermine U.S. security and sovereignty.
ANTIFA – Obama’s “civilian army” commanded by Democrat operatives working with Barack
Obama, just three blocks from the White House, used to turn “peaceful protests” into
“terrorism” while keeping BLM, Act Blue and others hidden in plain sight.
More than 200 George Soros 501s and 527 groups - pouring billions into REGIME CHANGE and
the final fall of the United States.

As TNALC has continued monitoring events in the USA that will affect the November elections, we have
identified the TOP 5 threats to a legitimate election outcome in 2020. In doing so, we present those
threats, the intent and purpose behind each threat and what if anything, we can do about it.
TOP 5 THREATS 2020
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

COVID19 PANDEMIC
RIOTS AND OCCUPATIONS
MAIL-IN ELECTION
NATIONAL POPULAR VOTE
COURTS V. ABSOLUTE RIGHTS

COVID19 PANDEMIC
This event is much better titled either PLANDEMIC 2020 or COVERT19. COVID19 is a real respiratory
virus originated in a Wuhan China bio-lab that does work on “weaponizing” bio threats to human health.
It is very similar to the SARS virus (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome) first identified by the USA in
February 2003. As of the issuance of this report, the USA stats are as follows:

•

•
•
•
•

0.67% of the US population has been labeled a COVID case. However, pretty much every
respiratory case has been labeled COVID19 for a few reasons, even if the case was
entirely unrelated to COVID19.
88.35% of COVID labeled resolved cases have resulted in recovery.
11.65% of resolved cases has resulted in death.
53.7% of cases remain unresolved and under care.
Most of this country still remains on some level of lockdown after 4 months.

Prior to COVID19 hitting our shores, the Trump Administration had successfully steered the nation to
the best economy in over 50 years, with the lowest unemployment in U.S. history, all sectors, all races,
creeds, and colors. Trump’s re-election was nearly a sure thing…
But within a few hours of news that a Wuhan China virus was headed our way, that work was totally
destroyed. Within a few weeks of unwarranted COVID shut down of our $21T economy, our 2020 GDP
was reduced by more than 50% and unemployment skyrocketed from 3% to a reported 14%, with the
true unemployment rate actually above 50%.
THE BEGINNING OF A PERFECT STORM
Within minutes, over 90% of Americans accepted the “order” from their governors and mayors to
commit themselves to voluntary home arrest. No working, no shopping, no visiting, no eating out, no
going to open air public areas, no earning, no nothing. 90% of Americans complied with “orders” (not to
be confused with laws) in minutes and four months later, most are still on voluntary lockdown, afraid to
leave their homes.
All of this, the result of a virus affecting less than 1% of our population over four months.
THE PURPOSE? In a word, voluntary “compliance” with illegal and unconstitutional “orders” from people
with no such authority.
THE END GAME? Theft of the 2020 election from a very popular president who had done a fantastic job
of Making America First Again… IN TWO WORDS… REGIME CHANGE!
Even though President Trump had delivered the best economic conditions America had seen in over 50
years, and he never shut down any part of the USA over the virus, the DNC controlled news media
placed the blame for our totally trashed economy on Trump, who had nothing to do with the Pandemic
or State’s activities shut down by Governors and Mayors, most of them Democrats .
WHY? Because you could never steal the 2020 election from Trump without to two critical parts…
•
•

Destroy Trump’s successes
Force the nation to “vote by mail” so that no one would ever be able to prove that millions of
Trump votes went missing and millions of democrat votes were illegally cast and counted.

COVERT19 was and is “necessary” to the ongoing “regime change” underway since the moment Trump
was elected in 2016. Most people readily accept mail-in voting, largely out of laziness and convenience
sake, without considering the consequences. BUT READ HERE – 28 MILLION MAIL-IN BALLOTS VANISHED
AND WERE NEVER COUNTED SINCE 2012.

If thousands can riot, loot and burn cities, millions can surely go cast their ballots in person, even if they
have to wear a mask. But already, numerous states have announced that they are sending mail-in
ballots out to every person in their state and greatly limiting the number and location of polling places
available to voters in November. The LEFT is determined to stop you from voting in person!
NOTE: A key component of this PLANDEMIC is it stopped Trump from campaigning and holding rallies
across the country the way he had been since his 2016 election. Today, the DNC sued to stop Trump
from returning to the campaign trail beginning with his scheduled Oklahoma rally only days away. Right
on schedule… TNALC leaders discussed this event weeks before it happened today.
REMEDY
This is a State-by-State problem that can be solved at the state level, either via well-prepared and
funded legal action directly at the State Supreme Courts, or legislative action, where there is time and
opportunity within your legislature. Otherwise, this can only be stopped by a nationwide Federal Order
to open ALL polling places and businesses in every district and STOP any votes by mail that do not qualify
under existing Absentee Ballot requirements. Time is ticking!

RIOTS AND OCCUPATIONS
There is nothing whatsoever organic about the rioting, looting and burning of Democrat run cities across
America and they have nothing whatsoever to do with George Floyd, race or justice.
These events are extremely well organized, funded, orchestrated, and mobilized by the standard cast of
characters listed and linked above, leftist “community organizing” at its very best. The same people who
used COVID19 as a means to lock down the entire nation, condition people for what’s coming, bankrupt
every city, state, American and the entire nation in short order, are directing the violence and
occupation we are watching on TV across the country.
Once the people were easily controlled by COVID fear, they needed to increase and extend those fears
through the election cycle, in order to force mail-in voting. These events were planned out over several
years, just in case the global Marxist revolution in America was meeting with resistance and yep, Trump
was leading that resistance. Therefore, Trump MUST be contained until he is removed from office.
The trick is to make “regime change” look legit - to make the highly unlikely outcome of the upcoming
election, look like a reasonable outcome. Meanwhile, running cover by accusing Trump of doing exactly
what they are doing, setting up to steal the election.
To up the ante and extend the “voluntary” lockdown through the election cycle, organized chaos in the
streets was needed to create more fear in the average American, most of whom have already proven
highly likely to “go along to get along.”
Every one of these “terrorist” events across America is happening only in Democrat controlled cities and
states. In every case, democrat Governors and Mayors are not only standing down, they are preventing
law enforcement from enforcing any laws while encouraging the riots and now, they move to “defund”
(aka eliminate) all law enforcement. These cities and states are now under “mob rule” - not just by the

actors in the streets, but by the people running these organized op’s and standing down against in
democrat voting districts across the country.
Expect these events to continue and escalate between now and November. They have to force mail-in
elections to steal this election. They cannot win in November any other way.
REMEDY
City police act on the orders of the Mayor and City Council. State police act on the orders of the
Governor. Law Enforcement Departments are NOT standing down against this evil because they want to.
They are being ordered to… To unleash law enforcement, direct confrontation and challenge to the
authority and duty of Democrat Mayors and Governors is necessary.
We do not have a “federal police force.” Yes, we have a Department of Justice and the Federal Marshals
Service. But they are not designed or equipped to manage this circumstance. Trump already tried
sending in the National Guard, but they too have stand down orders. They are not even allowed to
return fire if fired upon.
If Trump attempts to use the US Military or any other branches thereof, it will trigger an immediate call
to remove “ the brutal dictator” from office under Amendment 25, or ignite a second impeachment
attempt much more likely to succeed.
So, what is the realistic remedy?
“The people” in each state must take matters into their own hands, one way or another, peacefully first,
if possible. They can again use the State Supreme Courts in this effort, or the State legislatures where
democrats are not in control. No matter how it’s done, it will again require sacrifices on the part of “the
people,” both financial and maybe much more.
But one way or another, “the people” must retake control of their cities and states. They cannot even
attempt it while frightened or shamed into house arrest under COVID rules that no one in American has
the Constitutional authority to issue, much less enforce.

MAIL-IN ELECTION
Prevent this at all cost… We’ve already covered a lot of this above, but here, understand the danger in
this threat by simply knowing the FACTS about how many votes (28 million since 2012) went missing and
were never counted.
Do NOT confuse standard “absentee balloting” with this new “mail-in election” effort. Absentee
balloting has been around a long time. It has always been a terrible way to cast your vote, proven by 28
million vanishing into thin air just since 2012. In short, there is NO WAY to secure any election via mail-in
balloting. No way to prove your vote arrived or was counted properly - No way to verify all votes cast
were “legal” votes by “legal” voters.
As a side matter, the DNC push led by Van Jones to get felons out of prison and return their voting rights
is an additional effort to offset legitimate votes and even Trump has played into this somewhat, in his
desire to be all things to all people. The DNC is also heavily involved in illegal “ballot harvesting” across

the country. This, along with illegal voters in sanctuary cities can very likely tip the election to Democrats
in November. Additional attention is required to prevent this from happening.
REMEDY
States have the authority to set election rules within the state, even as it pertains to federal offices.
However, that power does not include the power to “disenfranchise” legal voters by offsetting them
with “illegal” votes or by stopping legal voters from casting their ballot in normal polling places with
normal security measures in place.
Again, to stop this, you have to stop mail-in balloting within your own state and fast. In this regard,
realize that the mail-in election is being justified (legalized) by way of the COVID19 lockdown. The claim
is an effort to “keep everyone safe” when in fact, the goal is to keep everyone locked down so that there
is no means to challenge the outcome of a “mail-in” election.
Again, the people are the only real solution and they have to act together in each state. Realize that the
leftists do NOT have to force more than 5% of the nation to switch to mail-in balloting to steal this
election. A 5% change to mail-in balloting can swing the election results by 10% or more.
Current polling data showing Joe Biden way ahead of Trump are all FALSE, including at Fox News. But
they are not without purpose. The purpose of these daily reports is to convince Americans that Joe had
the lead and was going to win all along, so that when the DNC steals the election in November, everyone
has been pre-conditioned to that outcome. It’s called a “white op.”

NATIONAL POPULAR VOTE
Working in concert with parts 1, 2 and 3 above, the National Popular Vote movement to eliminate the
protections of the Electoral College that saved Trump and our country in 2016, is a key part to this overt
regime change op.
The National Popular Vote op exists to bypass the Electoral College (EC) protections by simply having
States award their EC votes to the candidate that wins the “national” (not state) popular vote.
EXAMPLE: Let’s say a very RED state like Tennessee, which only has two BLUE Counties out of 97
counties, votes Trump by a 64-36 margin over Biden. But Biden, via a fraud-filled “mail-in” election wins
the national popular vote, like Hillary Clinton did in 2016, by millions of fraudulent votes. Tennessee can
decide under its State authority to simply award all Tennessee EC votes to Biden, even though Trump
won the Tennessee popular vote by a 64-34 margin.
The States have the authority to make State election rules, including how the State will award it’s EC
votes in a Presidential election.
REMEDY
This State level power does NOT include the power to “disenfranchise” 64% of the voters within their
state, in favor of a national popular vote. This must be stopped in every state. The national movement
does NOT have to have all the states signed up for this to affect the outcome of the 2020 election. If
only a few states that have signed on to this compact, decide to award their EC votes on this basis, it will

be enough to swing the Electoral College – due to a stolen votes via mail-in balloting. By these two
means, both Presidential electoral systems are easily stolen.
The people have to stop this by either State Supreme Court challenge if their state has signed onto that
compact, or by legislative process, or by US Supreme Court challenge to the States authority to
“disenfranchise” voters within the state by not adhering to the vote within the state. Once again,
fighting this is also very difficult while on COVID19 lockdown, hence the purpose of extending the
lockdowns by any means necessary.

COURTS v. ABSOLUTE RIGHTS
Unfortunately, the people have “assumed” that Governors, Mayors and Courts have authority that none
of them are actually granted in either State or the Federal Constitution. People have made this very bad
“assumption” for many years and today, we even watch Donald Trump talk about the power of
unelected and unaccountable court judges to actually run the country - that only Trump was elected and
given the Constitutional authority to run.
COVID19 “orders” from rogue Governors and Mayors have been challenged in numerous courts across
the country over the past four months and the result has been pretty similar in every case. These rulings
should scare the hell out of every American…

“YOUR RIGHTS ARE NOT ABSOLUTE!”
Everything, including all the above, is moot if our Rights are not absolute - not even Rights, but instead,
mere privileges controlled by our rulers, most of whom are not elected or accountable to anyone,
namely the courts.
When even President Trump is following orders from judges that have NO such authority whatsoever,
freedom and liberty as we once knew it, are hanging off the cliff by a single fingernail.
Our Rights are either “absolute “or, they are not Rights at all.
Contrary to the belief system of even most modern day “constitutionalists,” American citizens do NOT
have any “constitutional Rights.” In fact, the Constitution never mentions anything at all about the
Rights of the people. That document, of, by and for the people, was not created to enumerate or even
protect our Natural Rights as American Citizens. It was created by Citizens to establish and form a
system of “self-governance” with very limited and specific power to carry out the “general” affairs of the
people, on behalf of the people.
When the system we created no longer serves that purpose, but instead, has become “destructive of
those ends,” it is the Right and Duty of “the people” to alter or abolish that system and re-establish the
original foundations as defined by the Charters of Freedom.
Every single public office, elected, appointed, or otherwise hired, is 100% subject to “the will of the
people.” If the people “have no Rights,” then the very government they formed, without the Right and
Power to do so, is itself, without any authority at all.

ALL GOVERNMENTAL POWER IS DERIVED FROM THE PEOPLE. Rights are NOT derived from or
regulated by the people’s public “servants.”
REMEDY
Only two courts in the entire country have the constitutional jurisdiction to even hear these arguments,
your State Supreme Court as it pertains to abuses of power within your state, and the U.S. Supreme
Court when the abuse is federal in nature, or happening at the hand of tyrannical activist judges on your
State Supreme Court.
Our multi-level and jurisdictional system of Federal, State and Local government is designed to best
serve the people in accordance with the oaths taken by every office holder at every level, on a bottom
up, not top down, manner. Local issues should be solved locally, State issues within the state. But when
your entire state is an issue, then it’s time for an original jurisdiction case at the U.S. Supreme Court to
force your state back into constitutional compliance, if it can be done peacefully.

OVERALL REMEDY
These five critical threats to our Republican form of government, along with others not addressed here,
represent the very internal threat to the demise of the USA that Americans have feared since the
formation of this country.
As we speak, America is no longer the “Land of the Free.” It’s no longer a “home of the Brave.”
As of today, it’s the land of “go along to get along” and home of foolhardy cowards who continue to
allow their nation to be burned to the ground by the scorched earth mission of far-left radicals.
The people tearing down and destroying all of our nation’s history subscribe to the teachings of
Chairman Mao, Karl Marx, Frederick Engels, Che Guerra, Lenin and Stalin. They demonstrate NO fear, no
remorse, no shame and no mercy.
As we approach July 4th 2020, I can’t think of a better time for all Americans to wise up and rise up,
reclaiming and enforcing all of the Rights endowed by our Creator and inalienable by any public office.
LATE ADDITION: As we prepare to release this document, numerous so-called Republicans from the
Bush Administration, Congressional Never-Trumpers and fired former Trump cabinet members have
unified and raised millions of dollars to “take Trump out” in the 2020 elections. We are NOT just up
against Democrats. We are fighting “global Marxists” of every political stripe, plus global powers
working behind all of these operations designed and implemented for REGIME CHANGE in America.
MASSIVE NATIONWIDE CIVIL DISOBEDIANCE TO ALL OF THIS IS MANDATORY NOW, or our beloved
country is gone! Not gone for a while, until the next election… GONE!

TNALC remains committed to doing everything we can to bring together and organize “the people” who
still love this country and everything it has ever stood for. Democrats are the ONLY people in America
who ever thought that all men were NOT created equal. Democrats are the ONLY people in America

who have fought for more than a hundred years now, to make sure that NO American life matters! They
are the only people who think “We the People” have NO ABSOLUTE RIGHTS!
Because it has become nearly impossible to know who we can trust now, TNALC has specific action
items available to TNALC members as supporters upon request. Specific action items will NOT be made
public.
Please support and join in TNALC effort today! There is little time left for any viable solution to these
problems or any other.
America’s future is in YOUR hands. TNALC can only do what YOU allow and support. So please, wait no
longer to engage!
TNALC.ORG

